Chancy Chancy
Bay Mare; Feb 29, 2000

Chancy Chancy
Foaled in Oregon

Stately Wager, 88 b
Regal Departure, 80 b
Knights Choice, 76 dk b/
Bet Big, 80 dk b/
Majestic Hostess, 73 ch
Regal and Royal, 75 b
Smooth Departure, 74 b
Drum Fire, 69 dk b/
Yang, 69 dk b/
Faliraki (IRE), 73 b
Chancy Gal, 69 ch

By STATELY WAGER (1988). Beyer 105. Stakes winner of $482,559, Bay Shore S.-G2, Whirlaway Breeders’ Cup S.-L, etc. Sire of 3 crops of racing age, 18 foals, 14 starters, 4 stakes winners, 10 winners of 57 races and earning $329,759, including Chancy Chancy (Beyer 76, $83,800, City of Roses H. twice, etc.), Stately Jack Flash (Beyer 73, $62,959, Columbia River S., etc.), Fit to Bet (Beyer 73, $48,558, Os West Oregon Futurity-R, etc.), Stately's Choice (Beyer 72, $46,740, Donna Jensen S., etc.), Ack of Congress (Beyer 67, $20,297, 3rd Oregon His S.-R), Stately Key (Beyer 54, 2nd H.B.P.A. S.), Wampum Wager (Beyer 50, 2nd Jane Driggers Debutante S.-R), Centsible Wager (Beyer 53, 4 wins, $23,244), Prince Stately (Beyer 60, 4 wins, $11,055), State of Mine (Beyer 57, $4,540). Sire of dams of winners.

1st dam
CHANCY CHOICE, by Knights Choice. Beyer 70. 3 wins, 2 to 5, $18,188. Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 6 winners--

CHANCY CHANCY (f. by Stately Wager). Beyer 76. Stakes winner, see below.
Fancy Chancy (f. by Seattle Shamus). Beyer 43. Winner at 2, 3rd OToba Sales S.-R.
Naab a Chance (f. by Alnaab). Beyer 52. Winner at 3 and 4, $28,862.
Jaxscrackn (g. by Slew's Saga). Beyer 47. 2 wins at 3, $6,175.
Arctic Chance (f. by Son of Briartic). Beyer 47. Winner at 3, $4,745.
Chesta Gold (g. by Baquero). Beyer 39. Placed at 2, $4,492.

2nd dam
BY CRACKY, by Faliraki (IRE). Unraced. Half-sister to KANGROO COURT ($367,135, San Carlos H.-G2, etc., sire), FANCY MISS ($188,389, Old South S., etc.), A PENNY A PITCH ($37,228, Agua Caliente Futurity). Dam of 7 winners--

TOUGH TO CRACK (g. by Tough Knight). Beyer 98. 10 wins, 2 to 5, $187,938, Yakima Futurity, Mandysland Farm H., William E. Boeing S.-R, 2nd Atherton S.-L, Evergreen H., 3rd Seattle Slew H., Tacoma H., Longview Stud Farm Claiming S.
Drummer Lady (f. by Drum Fire). 3 wins at 2 and 3, $52,567, 2nd Longacres Lassie S., Mercer Girls H. Dam of--

DRUMMIN AROUND (c. by Jazzing Around). Beyer 87. 5 wins, 3 to 6, $69,150, Washington Thoroughbred Sales S.-R.
Miss Drum Rolls (f. by Rolls Aly). Beyer 68. 4 wins, 2 to 4, $42,385, 2nd Pierce County S.-R.
Knight's Reward (f. by Knights Choice). 5 wins, 2 to 4, $74,998. Dam of--

DOC'S MAGIC DREAM (g. by Georgeff). Beyer 80. 7 wins, 2 to 8, $132,972, Harham's Sizzler S.-LR.
Chancy Choice (f. by Knights Choice). Beyer 70. See above.
Sahara Storm (f. by Desert Wine). Beyer 78. 7 wins, 3 to 5, $61,935. Dam of--

Desert House (f. by Free House). Beyer 82. 3 wins at 3, $40,591, 2nd Fair Queen H.
Libbie Chase (f. by Table Run). Winner at 3, $15,225.
Tough Cracky (f. by Tough Knight). Beyer 55. Winner at 3, $5,452.

3rd dam
CHANCY GAL, by No Fooling. 6 wins in 11 starts at 3, $14,133. Dam of 7 winners--

FANCY MISS (f. by Don B.). 12 wins, 2 to 5, $188,389, Old South S.-ecr, 7 1/2 furlongs in 1:29.40, Mission Viejo S., 2nd Bay Meadows Oaks, Majorette S., 3rd Golden Poppy H., Matinee H.,
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Miss America H. Dam of--

**CHAS’ WHIM** (g. by Chas Conerly). 10 wins in 19 starts at 3 and 4, $359,741, Laurel Turf Cup H.-G3, Cliff Hanger H.-G3, Congressional H.-L, Japan Racing Association H.-L, Sir Ivor S.-L, etc.

**A PENNY A PITCH** (c. by Lucky Mike). Winner at 2 and 4, $37,228, Agua Caliente Futurity.

Chancy Luck (f. by Run of Luck). Winner at 3, $14,825. Dam of--

**Boldy Luck** (f. by Bold Tropic (SAF)). 4 wins at 2 and 3, $45,645, 2nd Baja Senoritas S.-R. Producer.


King Apache (c. by Olympiad King). 8 wins at 3 and 4, $48,375.

Six Two and Even (c. by Pedrillo (FR)). Beyer 46. 4 wins, 3 to 5, $24,566.

Chancy Groom (c. by Runaway Groom). Winner at 5, $4,986.


Chance Event (f. by Money Lender). Unraced. Dam of--

**=MODENA** (g. by Light Spirits). 10 wins, 3 to 6 in AUS and NZ, Anniversary H., 2nd Captain Cook S.-G1.

By Cracky (f. by Faliraki (IRE)). See above.

4th dam

OUR CAGIRE, by *Cagire II. 3 wins at 3 and 4, $16,825. Half-sister to WOOD GODDESS (Cinderella H (Ep)), ROYAL BLUSH (Cinderella S., etc.). Dam of 6 winners, including--

Comprehend (f. by Tree of Knowledge). Winner at 3 and 5, $40,043.

**PROFESSOR SHANE** (c. by Shanekite). 4 wins, 2 to 4, $77,625, Pleasanton H., Alameda County Futurity.

Chancy Gal (f. by No Fooling). See above.

Feminine Rule (f. by Kings Favor). 2 wins at 4, $4,939.

Miracle (f. by Bold Combatant). 2 wins at 3, $17,090.

RACE RECORD for Chancy Chancy: At 2, unraced; at 3, Beyer 76, four wins (City of Roses H., Oregon Hers S.-R), 3 times 2nd (Mary Goldblatt S.-R), once 3rd; at 4, Beyer 68, three times 3rd (City of Roses H.); at 5, Beyer 68, four wins (City of Roses H.), 3 times 3rd (Sweetheart H.); at 6, Beyer 72, four wins, twice 2nd; at 7, Beyer 64, one win, 3 times 2nd (Donna Jensen H.), twice 3rd; at 8, Beyer 54, three times 2nd. Totals: 13 wins, 11 times 2nd, 9 times 3rd. Earned $83,800.

PRODUCE RECORD for Chancy Chancy:
2012  Rox the Fox, c. by Grindstone.
2013  Unnamed, c. by Grindstone. (Live Foal Reported)
2014  Bred to Grindstone.